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Abstract
Disaggregated memory (DM) has been proposed as a feasi-
ble solution towards scaling memory capacity. A variety of
memory disaggregation approaches have been introduced to
facilitate the practical use of DM. The cache-coherent-based
DM system, which relies on cache-coherent accelerator, can
offer network-attached memory as NUMA memory. How-
ever, the current cache-coherent-based DM system introduces
an extra address translation for each remote memory access.
Meanwhile, the local cache mechanism of existing approaches
overlooks the inherent issues of cache thrashing and pollution
that arise from DM system.

This paper presents UniMem, a cache-coherent-based DM
system that proposes a unified local-remote memory hier-
archy to remove extra indirection layer on remote memory
access path. To optimize local memory utilization, UniMem re-
designs the local cache mechanism to prevent cache thrashing
and pollution. Furthermore, UniMem puts forth a page migra-
tion mechanism that promotes frequently used pages from
device-attached memory to host memory based not only on
page hotness but also on hotness fragmentation. Compared to
state-of-the-art systems, UniMem reduces the average memory
access time by up to 76.4% and offers substantial improve-
ment in terms of data amplification.

1 Introduction
Disaggregated memory has attracted significant interest due
to its high memory capacity, resource efficiency, and capac-
ity scalability [26, 45]. It separates computing and mem-
ory resources into computing nodes (CNs) and memory
nodes (MNs), which are interconnected with high-speed net-
work, such as Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) con-
nections. Despite the advent of new memory technologies
like CXL 1.0 memory devices and CXL 2.0 memory pool-
ing, which can provide ample memory resources for a sin-
gle server or rack-scale cluster [5], RDMA-based DM sys-
tems continue to play a pivotal role in supporting large-
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scale systems [26, 30, 37, 52]. Existing DM systems can
be divided into three distinct categories. Object-based DM
systems [34, 35, 41, 50, 54, 58] can provide fine-grain re-
mote memory access through a key-value or a data-structure-
based interface. They can achieve high performance by ad-
dressing the costly software overhead and restrictions of OS
(e.g., page faults and data amplification). However, object-
based DM systems require significant code modification
of applications to utilize the new interfaces. Page-based
DM systems [24, 26, 37] depend on virtual memory sub-
system to expose remote memory transparently. These sys-
tems treat network-attached remote memory as a swap de-
vice and swap page between local page cache and remote
memory in cases of a page fault. Cache-coherent-based
DM systems [29–31, 52] leverage cache-coherent hardware
to reap the advantages of both systems. Newly approached
cache-coherent protocols, such as compute express link (CXL)
[4] and CCIX [3], can interconnect processor with accelerator
or co-processor as Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
system. The cache-coherent accelerator is responsible for
resolving memory access on device-attached memory. Rely-
ing on this, cache-coherent-based systems offer remote mem-
ory to CNs by exposing a range of fake physical memory
space, which is perceived as the device-attached memory to
the host of CNs. It enables the provision of transparent and
fine-grained remote memory to CNs. In this remote memory
mechanism, a CPU cache miss on fake memory range from
the host is forwarded to the accelerator, which resolves the
translation between the fake physical address and the remote
memory address.

As the remote memory mechanism is realized by fake phys-
ical memory, each remote memory access introduces an ad-
dress translation. This extra address translation introduces
extra latency on remote memory access path. This could po-
tentially overwhelm the accelerator, especially when there are
multiple memory-intensive workloads running on powerful
processors, generating hundreds of millions of CPU cache
miss events per second. Furthermore, existing works orga-
nize local cache for remote memory on the device-attached
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memory of accelerator to minimize remote data fetching. Un-
fortunately, they overlook a fundamental aspect of the DM
system: the cache size is invariably much smaller than the
workload footprint. This discrepancy makes the local cache
susceptible to thrashing and pollution [55, 61]. Therefore,
it’s crucial for the local cache mechanism to be resistant to
thrashing and pollution.

In this paper, we explore the design of a high-performance
cache-coherent-based DM system. We propose UniMem re-
designing the remote memory mechanism to expose the re-
mote memory pool directly to CN’s physical memory space,
thereby eliminating the indirection layer. We extend the mem-
ory hot-plug feature [11] of the OS to implement flexible
remote memory management. Considering the local cache for
remote memory on CNs has to withstand cache thrashing and
pollution, we propose a local cache mechanism that reserves
the majority of the cache space for frequently accessed pages
and promptly evicts pages with little or no reuse. Moreover,
we keep a record of remote address (address in remote mem-
ory pool) of evicted blocks to detect the reused pages [2]. Ac-
cess to device-attached memory is slower than access to host
memory. We propose a comprehensive fully-used page pro-
motion scheme. It determines which page in device-attached
memory should be migrated to the host memory based on both
page hotness and hotness fragmentation. Therefore, work-
loads can exploit the benefit of faster host memory and bypass
the overhead of cache-coherent interconnect. We facilitate the
batch promotion of frequently used pages on a per-process
basis to amortize page migration overhead. To demonstrate
the effectiveness, we compare UniMem to Kona [30] and its
variations on a set of typical workloads. UniMem reduces av-
erage memory access time by 33.4% and 24.1%, compared
to Kona and its variation, respectively. In terms of data am-
plification, UniMem reduces it by 5.2–7.9×. We open source
UniMem at https://github.com/yijieZ/UniMem.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• We conduct an in-depth analysis for existing DM sys-
tems, demonstrating the overhead from extra indirection
layer and the inefficiency of local cache mechanism in
the DM scenario (§2.2).

• We propose UniMem, a new design for a cache-coherent-
based DM system. It eliminates the indirection layer
by constructing a unified local-remote memory hierar-
chy. It also incorporates a thrashing-resistant local cache
on device-attached memory and a comprehensive page
promotion scheme that promotes pages based on page
hotness and hotness fragmentation (§3).

• We conduct a comparative analysis of UniMem and
the state-of-the-art cache-coherent-based DM systems
across a wide variety of workloads, focusing on metrics
such as average memory access time and data amplifi-
cation. We evaluate the benefits offered by each design
technique of UniMem. Furthermore, we evaluate the per-

formance of UniMem under a variety of system configu-
rations, including parameters like cache block size, host
memory capacity and set associativity (§4).

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Disaggregated Memory
Basics of disaggregated memory:By separating comput-
ing and memory resources into different network-attached
pools [24, 37, 41, 58], DM resolves the tight coupling of hard-
ware resources in the traditional monolithic server model.
Therefore, it can achieve high resource utilization and good
elasticity. The compute pool has multiple CNs, each of which
is a server that comprises powerful CPU cores and a small
amount of memory. While the memory pool has many MNs,
each MN is a server equipped with large DRAM capacity but
limited computing power. The connection between compute
and memory pools is typically enabled by microsecond-level
RDMA network technique, which requires an RDMA NIC
for each CN and MN.

Taxonomy of disaggregated memory:Existing DM systems
can be classified into the following branches: object-based,
page-based, and cache-coherent-based DM systems.
Object-based DM systems expose a key-value or a data-

structure-based interface for upper-layer applications to fa-
cilitate the fine-grained manipulation of remote data [34, 35,
41, 49, 50, 54]. Since the object-based DM systems provide
remote memory abstraction in user level, they can bypass the
expensive kernel path. While achieving good performance,
the object-based DM systems need intrusive code changes
that transform legacy applications to new interfaces, hence
needing expensive engineering efforts and easily introducing
additional program errors. Figure 1(a) depicts that the applica-
tions access remote data through key-value storage interfaces
(Get and Put, Step ¶). The remote data can be fetched from
local cache of object-based DM system or directly accessed
from remote memory (Step ·). Object-based DM systems
also decide the data migration between local cache and remote
memory (Step ¸).

To improve compatibility, page-based DM systems rely
on the traditional OS mechanisms and interfaces (e.g., virtual
memory management [37,38, 44] and virtual filesystem [24]),
such that the upper-layer applications can leverage remote
memory without needing any code modification. More specif-
ically, it can map remote memory to the application’s address
space using virtual memory management and cache remote
pages in the local cache. When applications attempt to access
a page that does not reside in the local cache, the page-based
DM system will trigger a page fault, which retrieves the re-
quested page from the corresponding remote MN to the local
cache over the network. Although having good portability,
the page-based DM systems still suffer from performance
degradation, caused by expensive kernel path (e.g., more than
60% of the throughput drops are caused by page faults and
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Figure 1: Architectures of different DM systems.

TLB validations once moving only 25% of application’s data
remotely [30]). Figure 1(b) shows that applications access
remote memory transparently by relying on virtual memory
mechanism (Step ¶). It searches the requested data across
the local cache at the host (Step ·) and swaps in the data
from remote memory if a cache miss occurs (Step ¸).

To ensure both transparency and good performance,
cache-coherent-based DM systems propose to leverage
cache-coherent protocol to track the load and store of appli-
cations at a fine granularity (e.g., cacheline), without relying
on OS-level mechanisms nor requiring application modifica-
tions. Specifically, the emerging open industry interconnects
based on the PCI Express (PCIe) interface (e.g., CXL [4]
and CCIX [3]) realize the cache coherence between the
CPU and the accelerator (e.g., FPGAs, GPUs, network/storage
adapters, and customized ASICs). Kona [30] exposes a fake
physical address space mapped in host physical memory
space. The pages of this fake address space can be allocated
to application as host local memory and always marked as
present in application page table. When the CPU accesses
the data from the fake memory space, it first searches on
CPU cache as usual and turns to accelerator but not host
memory while CPU cache miss happens. Cache-coherent ac-
celerator will fetch the specific cacheline from either the local
cache or the remote memory. Figure 1(c) shows that appli-
cation accesses the fake memory range and misses in CPU
cache (Step ¶). This CPU cache miss event is forwarded to
cache-coherent FPGA (ccFPGA). After address translation
(from fake physical address to remote memory address), Kona
searches in local cache (Step ·). While there is a miss in lo-
cal cache, the corresponding data is swapped in from remote
memory to satisfy the application access (Step ¸). Other
cache-coherent-based DM systems [52] have the similar data
flow with Kona [30].

The kind of cache-coherent-based disaggregated system
which establishes rack-scale memory pool relying on cache-
coherent interconnect with no networking interference [36]
is not in the scope of this work, as the memory resources
support memory semantics (i.e., load and store) natively.
The cache-coherent-based DM system mentioned in this work
represents works extending remote memory through network

[29–31, 52].

2.2 Motivation
With the help of cache-coherent accelerator, cache-coherent-
based DM system can provide high-performance remote mem-
ory transparently. However, there remain two fundamental
limitations of existing systems.
Limitation#1 (Overhead from indirection layer).Cache-
coherent-based DM system provides remote memory to appli-
cations transparently with the assistance of a cache-coherent
accelerator. Since RDMA only supports operations similar to
file operations (e.g., one-sided read and write), it treats remote
memory pool as a swap device and encapsulates the details
of data swapping (e.g., remote memory mapping and RDMA
operations) within the ccFPGA.

Compared to the page-based DM system that simply needs
to translate the virtual memory address to the physical mem-
ory address via page table for memory access, cache-coherent-
based DM system introduces an additional step. It not only has
to translate virtual memory address to fake physical memory
address but also translate this fake physical memory address
to remote memory address. This fake physical memory mech-
anism and address translation form an indirection layer. The
indirection layer isolates CNs from each other and provides
each CN with a private memory address space, as the remote
memory pool is shared by all CNs. In particular, each time a
CPU cache miss event occurs on fake physical memory range,
the CPU forwards it to the accelerator over cache-coherent in-
terconnect. The corresponding fake physical memory address
is then transferred to the remote memory address via a hash
table in Kona [30] or Remote Memory Management Unit
in ThymesisFlow [52]. This remote memory address is used
for searching local data cache on device-attached memory or
fetching remote data from remote memory pool.

To investigate the impact of the indirection layer imple-
mented in the Kona [30], Figure 2 illustrates the extra la-
tency it introduces. We assume CXL [4] the cache-coherent
interconnect that connects CPU and ccFPGA. The round-
trip latency of a CPU cache miss event across CXL Link is
2×25 ns [5, 43, 48]. We then consider the address transla-
tion latency of indirection layer in the ccFPGA. The address
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Figure 2: Indirection layer of Kona.

translation is realized by hash table lookup in Kona. Previ-
ous works [62, 63] have implemented high-performance hash
tables on FPGA, showing that the search latency over the
hash table ranges from 14 ns to 243 ns on state-of-the-art de-
vices (i.e., Intel Stratix 10 FPGA [7] and Xilinx Alveo 250U
FPGA [21]). The address translation of indirection layer in-
troduces non-negligible latency to DM system.

We further conduct a simulated experiment to investigate
the impact of indirection layer of Kona on the system per-
formance. We use Linux Perf [9] to record the number of
cache miss events of the CPU last-level cache and the elapsed
time of running the applications on host memory. As every
cache miss event in the CPU cache will undergo a round-trip
on interconnect and introduce an additional address trans-
lation in the ccFPGA, the number of cache miss events is
used to calculate the total runtime overhead of interconnect
round-trip and address translation. The application runtime
on Kona is simulated by adding application runtime on host
memory to the interconnect round-trip and address transla-
tion runtime overhead. We assume the remote memory access
is always satisfied by local cache on device-attached mem-
ory. We run eight real-world applications, which are abbre-
viated as PR (i.e., Page Rank), GC (i.e., Graph Coloring),
CC (i.e., Connected Components), RR (i.e., Redis-Rand),
LR (i.e., Linear Regression), ETC (i.e., Facebook-ETC),
YCSB-A and YCSB-B. The details about experiment configura-
tions can be found in §4.1. We set the latency of the address
translation in the ccFPGA to 128 ns, which is the average
latency reported in previous studies [62, 63].

Figure 3 shows that the address translation can occupy
the total runtime from 18.7% (Linear Regression) to 58.7%
(Graph Coloring), which is unacceptable. This additional ad-
dress translation could be overwhelming for general-purpose
accelerator, as there might be multiple powerful processors
in a CN generating hundreds of millions of CPU cache
misses under numerous memory-intensive workloads [29].
Otherwise, it consumes precious compute resources of the
accelerator that could be used for boosting other processes
such as local data cache searching. In multi-tenant environ-
ments [27, 32, 51], workloads would concurrently run on the
same CN and compete for the CPU cache space. This compe-
tition could lead to higher CPU cache miss rate, resulting in
increased address translation overhead.
Limitation#2 (Cache pollution and thrashing).DM systems
use local memory (host memory or device-attached memory)
as data buffer for remote memory to absorb remote access,
thereby reducing network overhead. This makes local cache
a crucial component for system performance. In page-based

0%
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Workload
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tim
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Figure 3: Performance breakdown (in percentage) of eight
representative applications on Kona.

system, the virtual memory management organizes host mem-
ory as per-process page cache. It tracks the page hotness
through 2Q (two LRU lists), namely inactive and active lists
respectively [17], for page swapping between local and re-
mote nodes. Cache-coherent-based system can establish data
cache in device-attached memory. Kona [30] implements it as
a 4-way set associative cache with the block size set to 4 KB,
which is the common page size aiming to fully exploit spatial
locality.

However, they overlook the vulnerability to cache pollu-
tion and thrashing issues that arise due to the limited capacity
of the local cache. As proposed by previous work [59] and
accelerator producers [6,20], CNs are typically equipped with
a small piece of memory around 10 GB, and the capacity
of the memory pool might reach hundreds of gigabytes and
even thousands of gigabytes (100s – 1000s GB) in the near
future. Since the cache size is invariably much smaller than
the workload footprint, memory-intensive workloads with a
large working set size will compete for the limited local mem-
ory resources, when executed on the same CN. A previous
study [61] on software cache observes that if the cache size is
set to 10% of the working set size, around 72% of data in the
cache is not reused before eviction. This is due to the fact that
a smaller cache means a shorter observation window for the
access pattern of workload. It lowers the likelihood of identi-
fying locality to keep the frequently used (reused) data in the
cache. Furthermore, the frequently used data might devolve
into one-hit wonder (no request after insertion), polluting and
thrashing the cache.

We conduct experiments on five typical workloads on both
Kona 4-way set associative cache and the OS page cache to
observe the trends of local cache miss rate at varying local
cache sizes. We utilize Intel Pin [15] to trace the memory
access operations for each application. The memory access
sequences are replayed on simulated CPU cache for gathering
the CPU cache miss events. Then, these cache miss events are
replayed under different local cache mechanisms. The local
cache size is progressively reduced from 100% to 10% of
workloads’ working set size. We evaluate the cache efficiency
based on the rate of local cache misses normalized to the
number of pages in the workload’s working set. Figure 4
shows the normalized local cache miss rate for five workloads
on Kona 4-way set associative cache and OS page cache,
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Figure 4: Normalized local cache miss rate.
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Figure 5: The percentage of accessed data.

respectively.
Most of the workloads exhibit a similar trend that the nor-

malized local cache miss rate increases as the local cache
size diminishes on both local cache mechanisms. It increases
steadily as the local cache size is reduced from 100% to 75%
of the working set size on 4-way set associative cache and
from 100% to 50% on the OS page cache. However, the nor-
malized local cache miss rate increases rapidly when the local
cache size is further reduced from 75% to 10% on 4-way set
associative cache of Kona and from 50% to 10% on the OS
page cache. This indicates that the efficiency of both Kona’s
4-way set associative cache and the OS page cache is affected
by the cache pollution and thrashing, as explained in prior
works [55,61]. The local cache miss rate of Linear Regression
shows no correlation with the local cache size, which can be
attributed to its streaming access pattern that involves almost
no data reused.

Furthermore, we discover that swapping remote data in
4 KB granularity leads to data amplification. We record the
number of bytes accessed for every page that is swapped in,
and gather the proportion of data accessed from that page
when it is swapped out. Figure 5 shows the accessed data for
five workloads on Kona 4-way set associative cache and OS
page cache, respectively. We observe that the percentage of
accessed data is influenced by the size of the local cache, with
the exception of Linear Regression due to its access pattern.
As the local cache size decreases, the accessed data percentage
also declines. It declines modestly as the local cache size
contracts from 100% to 75% on 4-way set associative cache,
and from 100% to 50% on OS page cache. Then the accessed
data percentage declines rapidly as the local cache size further
shrinks from 75% to 10% on 4-way set associative cache, and
from 50% to 10% on OS page cache. This can be attributed to
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Figure 6: Architecture overview of UniMem.

the fact that pages have a shorter time to live in the cache as the
local cache size decreases, resulting in them being swapped
out before being reused. This data amplification is also a
result of the coarse-grained data swap granularity, which is
either constrained by the hardware (e.g., MMU and TLB) of
the host processor in page-based systems, or by system design
decisions in a cache-coherent-based systems.

3 UniMem Design
Motivated by the observations regarding the additional ad-
dress translation of remote memory mapping and inefficiency
of local cache in small capacity, we present UniMem, a high-
performance cache-coherent-based DM system.

To eliminate the indirection layer overhead (additional ad-
dress translation) on remote memory accessing path, UniMem
exposes the remote memory pool directly to the physical mem-
ory space of CNs by Shadow-Region which relies on PCIe
specification (§3.1). As all the CNs share the same remote
memory address space, UniMem implements Remote-Balloon
for remote memory synchronization with the help of Mem-
ory hot-(un)plug feature (§3.1). Figure 6 shows that the CPU
cache miss on remote memory is forwarded to cache-coherent
accelerator (Step ¶).

To satisfy the CPU cache miss from host on CNs, UniMem
constructs Filter-Cache(§3.2) on device-attached memory
which is a local cache for remote memory (Step ·). It pre-
vents local cache from pollution and thrashing by setting a
small inactive list to filter out the one-hit wonders from active
list, and reduces data amplification by using sub-page (512 B)
as caching and swapping granularity (Step ¸).

Considering that the local memory in CNs includes host
memory and device-attached memory, UniMem proposes
fully-used page promotion scheme. It distinguishes and
records fully-used pages in device-attached memory (Step ¬).
Then it promotes them to the faster host memory in batch
(Step ), thereby exploring local memory in a more refined
manner (§3.3).

3.1 Shadow-Region and Remote-Balloon
Remote memory interconnected by RDMA serves as a swap
device shared by CNs. The previous cache-coherent-based
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disaggregated system [30, 52] encapsulates the complicated
details of remote memory (e.g., RDMA semantic and remote
memory mapping) inside cache-coherent hardware and ex-
poses a fake physical memory range for host to utilize remote
memory. However, the fake physical memory mechanism
behaves like an indirection layer thereby introducing extra
address translation. This turns out to be the bottleneck of
critical path as described in §2.2.

In view of this, UniMem proposes to build a unified local-
remote memory hierarchy that directly exposes the entire
remote memory address range to eliminate the extra ad-
dress translation. UniMem introduces Shadow-Region which
presents the entire remote memory pool to each CN by
mapping remote memory to system physical space of CNs.
Thereby, CNs naturally treat remote memory as local phys-
ical memory resources. Subsequently, UniMem presents the
resource management mechanism, Remote-Balloon, which is
responsible for dynamic memory allocation, deallocation and
synchronization between CNs. Once the CN requests memory
resources from remote memory pool through Remote-Balloon,
the specific remote memory range is hot-plugged for CNs.
The OS of CN recognizes this hot-plugged physical memory
and allocates it to applications straightforwardly.
Shadow-Region:UniMem assumes that each CN is connected
with a cache-coherent accelerator over the PCIe physical layer.
The PCIe standard defines a set of Base Address Registers
(BARs) that devices can use to expose internal resources to
specific host physical memory space range. Previous works
[22, 39] leverage BARs to exploit the byte-accessibility of
SSDs to extend host memory capacity with high-performance
storage resources. When the host is powered on, the BIOS and
OS check the BAR registers of PCIe endpoints and assign the
specified physical memory region. In UniMem, we also use
the PCIe BARs of cache-coherent accelerator to assign a phys-
ical memory space region for Shadow-Region. Consequently,
the capacity of remote memory pool is required at the boot
time of CNs. Figure 7 shows that Shadow-Region occupies
physical memory space with the same size as remote memory
pool in every CN. The pages belonging to Shadow-Region are
distributed to applications on demand by page allocator of OS
as normal physical memory resources. Similar to Kona [30],
the memory request to Shadow-Region is redirected to the
accelerator when it misses in CPU cache. But the physical

memory address coming along with memory request can be
used to address corresponding data in local cache or remote
memory pool forthrightly without the necessity of extra ad-
dress translation. This unified local-remote memory hierarchy
design eliminates the extra address translation and reserves
the compute resource of accelerator for other processes (local
cache searching) in critical path.

In contrast to previous works [22, 39] on SSD, UniMem
initializes Shadow-Region to be cacheable on CPU cache to
leverage the benefit of it with the help of cache-coherent PCIe-
based interconnect (e.g., CXL [4] and CCIX [3]). Addition-
ally, Shadow-Region is not backed by real storage resources
in accelerator but remote memory, while the device-attached
memory acts as the local cache for remote memory and all
the interactions between remote memory are concealed by
UniMem.
Remote-Balloon: In UniMem, Shadow-Region is constructed
in every CN. As a result, all CNs consider their exclusiveness
of the whole remote memory pool which is shared in fact.
The OS of CN considers remote memory as local physical
memory and the page allocator can distribute these “exclusive”
pages to applications as needed. However, it might cause fatal
system errors without a proper synchronization mechanism.
In Kona [30], a resource manager is responsible for allocating
blocks of memory to CNs from the remote memory pool. It
uses a hashmap to record the mapping between fake physical
memory exposed to host and remote memory, which is the
extra address translation described in §2.2.

UniMem proposes Remote-Balloon to implement dynamic
and flexible memory management efficiently with the help of
memory hot-(un)plug feature [11]. The memory hot-(un)plug
feature supports physical memory onlining and offlining at
runtime, which can be used to implement dynamic remote
memory allocation and deallocation.

During the power-up process of CNs, the specific physical
space of Shadow-Region is initialized to be offlined. At this
time, remote memory is unavailable to CNs. Remote-Balloon
introduces an extent tree to trace the allocated remote memory
among CNs. Figure 7 shows that the entry in extent tree
records the Base_address (base address on remote memory
pool), Size and CN_id of each memory allocation. When a
CN sends an allocation request (Step ¶), Remote-Balloon
searches the extent tree to lookup an available remote memory
range that satisfies the request and inserts an entry to the extent
tree to reserve that remote memory range (Step ·). Then,
Remote-Balloon onlines the corresponding remote memory
range within the Shadow-Region of the specific CN (Step ¸).
After that, the allocated remote memory becomes visible to
OS of specific CN as local physical memory resources to
satisfy the memory requirement of applications.

The state of the allocated range is offlined on other CNs,
so that other CNs cannot consume the same piece of remote
memory, which avoids the conflicts between CNs. It also has
a downside as it limits the sharing of remote memory pages
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Figure 8: The illustration of Filter-Cache (§3.2).

among different CNs. Despite this drawback, it does not hin-
der the core objective of UniMem, which is to provide remote
memory to CNs as exclusive local memory. It is efficient to
minimize the metadata storage overhead with extent tree, as
UniMem tries to allocate memory to the CN in sequential
chunks as possible. Each time a CN can allocate remote mem-
ory in multiple times of memory-hotplug granularity. The
memory hot-plug granularity depends on architecture, such
as 128 MB in x86_64 and 16 MB in ppc64. This remote mem-
ory allocation mechanism is feasible to be implemented in a
centralized or distributed approach.

With the help of memory-hotplug feature, it is convenient
to release remote memory resources by unplugging mem-
ory block from CNs. When dynamically offlining a specific
memory range, the OS migrates all pages off the affected
memory block to another place. As the migration is finished,
the state of corresponding memory range is changed to be
offlined, and Remote-Balloon can reclaim this memory range
for the next allocation. To accommodate the growth of remote
memory pool, we recommend that the Shadow-Region should
occupy physical memory range larger than remote memory
pool at the CN’s boot time. This setup ensures that UniMem
can support the expansion of the remote memory pool as
long as it remains within the capacity of the Shadow-Region.
The Remote-Balloon is executed on host CPU with abun-
dant generic compute resources but not in accelerator such
as FPGA or SmartNIC. It is more proper to run the control
path in host CPU, but these heterogeneous processors and the
precious compute power of accelerator is reserved.

3.2 Filter-Cache
The DM systems leverage local memory resources of CNs to
cache remote data for reducing remote data fetching. How-
ever, the restricted local memory capacity poses a challenge in
designing an efficient local cache for memory-intensive work-
loads. It becomes difficult to identify frequently accessed (hot)
data with limited cache space and prevent cache pollution and
thrashing, as abovementioned observation in §2.2.

In view of this, UniMem introduces Filter-Cache. It par-
titions cache space into active list and inactive list.
The active list is used to reserve popular data blocks to ab-
sorb as much remote data access as possible. The inactive list
serves as a guard, containing the first-accessed block to pro-
tect the active list from thrashing and pollution. Filter-Cache
maintains the history records of evicted blocks from active and
inactive lists in a ring buffer, called refault queue, to ex-

tend the capacity of lists logically for recognizing popular data.
The cache block size in Filter-Cache is set to sub-page for
mitigating the data amplification. Furthermore, Filter-Cache
divides the cache space into equal parts to construct multi-
ple pairs of active and inactive lists which is similar to set
associative cache for enabling parallel cache operations.

Figure 8 illustrates the data flow of Filter-Cache. When
the block is fetched from remote memory pool, Filter-Cache
first searches the refault queue to verify whether the block
is previously evicted from active or inactive list (Step ¶).
The block that is accessed for the first time is inserted at the
head of the inactive list (Step ·). If the block is refaulted
(recorded in the refault queue), it is inserted at the head of
the active list (Step ). When the block in inactive list is
accessed, it is promoted to the head of active list as popular
data (Step ¸). When the block is evicted from inactive list or
active list, the block is written back to remote memory if it
is modified (Step ¹). The remote address of evicted block is
logged in refault queue.

Splitting local cache into two lists prompts an immediate
policy decision: what should be the size of each list? Linux’s
page cache roughly regulates that the active list does not
exceed the inactive list [2]. However, this strategy can be in-
efficient as half of the cache space might be used for caching
one-hit wonders. UniMem regulates that the size of active
list can grow up to 90% of the cache space and the inactive
list occupies at least 10% of the cache. When Filter-Cache
starts in cold, most of the blocks flow into inactive list. At
this time, the inactive list can even grow to occupy the whole
cache. The second-accessed blocks in inactive list are con-
sidered as popular blocks and promoted to active list. The
active and inactive lists are organized as LRU and FIFO lists,
respectively.

As the active list grows and takes up more cache space, the
size of inactive list diminishes, thereby reducing the lifespan
of blocks on the inactive list. This implies that the observation
window for the workload access pattern is shortened. It might
be detrimental to cache efficiency, as no additional block is
defined as popular to be promoted from the inactive list to
active list. When the hot spot shifts, the blocks in active list
become cold but still take up the cache space. As a result,
the entire cache is halted. To address this issue, we draw
inspiration from refault distance of Linux kernel [2] and ghost
list of S3-FIFO [61]. UniMem adopts a refault queue to log
the remote address of evicted blocks from both active and
inactive lists, as these blocks are still logically buffered in the
local cache. It provides a larger observation window for local
cache mechanism to recognize popular blocks. The maximum
number of entries in the refault queue is set to match the
number of maximum caching blocks. When a block is evicted
from active list, it is directly discarded and not inserted into
inactive list. We regard the block evicted from active list as
unvalued because the hot spot of workload has shifted or the
block has become cold.
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The swapping and caching granularity in Filter-Cache can
be set up to any size. According to prior work [30], most of
the contiguous accessed data in a 4 KB page spans a length of
1 to 4 cachelines (64 bytes). The remaining data may not be
accessed before the page is evicted. In UniMem, the swapping
and caching granularity is set to 512 bytes for lower data am-
plification. However, the finer granularity might incur higher
software overhead when managing cache blocks (block pro-
motion or eviction). It could also cause a rise in local cache
misses and initiate more RDMA operations, as a coarser block
essentially serves as a prefetch for data. Thus, Filter-Cache
promotes or evicts blocks in batch for alleviating the software
overhead and reduces RDMA operations by batching remote
data fetching through optimization approaches, such as Door-
bell Batch [42] and Scatter/Gather List [47]. We conduct
experiments in §4.5 to discuss the benefits and drawbacks of
fine-grained caching block.

It is complicated and inefficient to implement Filter-Cache
upon FPGA. We propose to utilize the wimpy CPU cores in
the accelerator [6,20] for its control plane, thereby fully lever-
aging the various computation resources in the accelerator.

3.3 Fully-used Page Promotion Scheme
UniMem eliminates the extra address translation in remote
memory access path and constructs a highly efficient local
cache on device-attached memory for remote data. However,
it still exhibits higher latency when accessing device-attached
memory compared to host memory in CNs. It is critical to
thoroughly explore the limited fast host memory for optimal
system efficiency.

Unlike cache-coherent accelerator, which can flexibly de-
termine the cache block size, the host is constrained to buffer
data in page (4 KB commonly) due to hardware restrictions
(e.g., MMU and TLB). The mismatch in cache block size
between device-attached memory and host memory compli-
cates the promotion scheme. Simply promoting data in page
granularity from device-attached memory to host memory in
terms of page hotness might be sub-optimal. As shown in
previous works [28, 30] and discussed in §2.2, data amplifica-
tion in page granularity could consume a significant amount
of cache space for unnecessary data, severely impacting the
efficiency of the data cache. This phenomenon is known as
hotness fragmentation in prior work [28], which is caused by
different accessing frequencies of sub-pages within a page.

UniMem proposes fully-used page promotion scheme. A
fully-used page is defined as a frequently used page with low
hotness fragmentation. It is considered more appropriate to
promote these pages to host memory in order to reduce the
overhead of cache-coherent interconnect. This is because a
page with the same level of hotness but higher fragmentation
is more likely to be cached by the CPU cache.

The fully-used page promotion scheme implements per-
process promotion. Since the pages of remote memory are
directly mapped into process address space as host memory in

UniMem, they are tracked by per-process page cache [17, 19]
(the same one in page-based DM system). UniMem selects
the hot page depending on the process page cache and then
evaluates the hotness fragmentation of them. UniMem mea-
sures the hotness fragmentation of a page by the state of each
sub-page within the same page. As sub-pages of a page might
be scattered across different lists on device-attached memory,
UniMem assigns a hotness score to each sub-page based
on the list they reside in. The sub-page in active list is given
the highest score, while the sub-page in refault queue receives
the lowest score. The variance of sub-pages’ hotness scores
represents the hotness fragmentation of a page. After col-
lecting a set of promotion candidates, a batch promotion is
activated. The batch promotion can amortize the software
overhead of page migration, such as page table modification
and TLB invalidations and shootdowns [18, 60].

4 Evaluation
We conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the per-
formance of UniMem through simulation. We compare the ef-
fectiveness of UniMem to the state-of-the-art cache-coherent-
based DM system under various local cache capacity (§4.2,
§4.3 and §4.4). Next, we adjust the system configurations of
UniMem to understand their influence on system performance,
which includes cache block size (§4.5), host memory capacity
(§4.6), and set associativity (§4.7).

4.1 Experiment Setup
Comparison systems:The cache-coherent-based DM system
is comprised of two key mechanisms: the remote memory
mechanism and the local cache mechanism. The remote mem-
ory mechanism can be of two types, including fake physical
memory from Kona [30] and Shadow-Region and Remote-
Balloon (SR&RB) from UniMem. The local cache mechanism
is adaptable, as it can incorporate any software cache mecha-
nisms from other systems, such as 4-way set associative cache
of Kona, OS page cache [17] and Filter-Cache of UniMem.
Therefore, we compare UniMem against the state-of-the-art
cache-coherent-based DM system, Kona, and its variation.

• Kona [30]: Kona is the state-of-the-art cache-coherent-
based network-attached DM system that proposes the use
of cache-coherent accelerator for disaggregated mem-
ory implementation. It innovatively provides transparent
access to remote memory for CNs via a fake physical
memory mechanism and establishes a 4-way set associa-
tive cache for remote memory within the device-attached
memory. The cache block size is set to 4 KB in Kona.

• Kona-PC: This is a variation of Kona, which substitutes
the local cache mechanism with the OS page cache [17].
The OS page cache keeps track of the pages in cache
using two LRU lists, namely the active and inactive lists.
We regulate the size of these lists as Linux kernel that
the active list is restricted from exceeding the size of the
inactive list [2]. The cache block size is also set to 4 KB.
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Table 1: Simulation configurations.

Memory Tier Hardware
Configuration

Average
Latency

CPU Cache
L1D, 12-way, 48 KB per core
L2, 20-way, 1.2 MB per core
L3, 12-way, 24 MB shared [8]

20 ns (64 B)

Host Memory DDR4 DIMMs [43, 48] 80 ns (64 B)

Device-attached
Memory

Intel’s Sapphire Rapids with
Intel FPGA implementing
CXL at x16 width
PCIe 5.0 interconnect [56]

150 ns (64 B)

Remote
Memory

One-sided RDMA
Operation through Mellanox
ConnectX-3 [42, 47]

2 µs (512 B)
4 µs (4 KB)

UniMem configuration:Without otherwise specified, we se-
lect the following configurations for the evaluation. We regu-
late the Filter-Cache (§3.2) that the active list can grow up to
90% of the cache space and the inactive list occupies at least
10% of cache space. The limit of records in refault queue is set
to match the maximum number of cache blocks in cache. The
cache space for refault queue is pre-allocated. As cache block
size of UniMem is set to 512 bytes, the refault queue takes up
approximately 1.5% of cache capacity. The number of pairs
of active and inactive lists is set to 8. When the fully-used
page promotion scheme (§3.3) is enabled, we assume 30%
of local memory as host memory for page cache and 70% as
device-attached memory for Filter-Cache. UniMem promotes
512 base pages (4 KB) in batch from device-attached memory
to host memory.

Besides, we break down UniMem to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness gained by each design technique as follows: (i)
Shadow-Region and Remote-Balloon with 4-way set asso-
ciative cache (SR&RB-4SC), which replaces Kona’s remote
memory mechanism (fake physical memory) with Shadow-
Region and Remote-Balloon (§3.1), while maintaining the
local cache mechanism as 4-way set associative cache; (ii)
UniMem-NoPromote, which disables the fully-used page pro-
motion (§3.3) of UniMem.

Workloads:We evaluate UniMem using three categories of
memory-intensive workloads: in-memory key-value storage,
graph analytics workload, and in-memory MapReduce work-
load. For the in-memory key-value storage system, we use
Redis [16] and initiate a uniformly random key-value stor-
age workload by Memtier [12] benchmark, referred to as
Redis-Rand. We also execute Yahoo Cloud Serving Bench-
mark (YCSB) [33] workloads (YCSB-A and YCSB-B) on Redis,
representing typical cloud services. In addition, we run the
Facebook’s ETC [27] workload on Memcached [10] by Muti-
late [14], denoted as Facebook-ETC. For the graph analytics
workload, we launch Page Rank using GraphLab [46] with
the Twitter dataset [1]. Metis [40] is the in-memory MapRe-
duce framework that we use to run the Linear Regression.
The working set size of these workloads ranges from 4 GB
(Redis-Rand) to 40 GB (Linear Regression).

Simulated configuration:We compare UniMem with other
systems using Pin-based simulation. We gather the memory
access operations, memory address and access data size of
the workload using Intel Pin [15] and replay these operations
on a simulated CPU cache to obtain the CPU cache miss
events of the workload. The CPU cache configurations follow
the real hardware specifications of Intel Xeon Silver 4314
processors [8]. Since each CPU cache miss comes to the
local cache, we replay the CPU cache miss events in different
local cache mechanisms to collect local cache miss events.
The local cache miss is addressed by fetching remote data
from the remote memory pool via RDMA operations (one-
sided read). Based on the cache miss counts on different
memory tiers, we can collect various performance statistics
(e.g., average memory access time and remote fetching data
size) of workloads under different DM systems.

Table 1 summarizes the simulation configurations. As the
CPU cache configurations are identical to all workloads and
systems, we disregard the latency differences between CPU
cache levels and set CPU cache hit latency of all levels at an
average of 20 ns, as in previous works [5, 48]. We assume
CXL [4] as the interconnect between host processor and ac-
celerator. The latency for a processor to load a cacheline from
device-attached memory (end-to-end overhead for CXL reads)
across CXL ranges from 150 ns to 175 ns [5, 43, 48] in Intel’s
Sapphire Rapids CPU with x16 width PCIe 5.0 interconnect.
Therefore, we consider the hit latency of local cache on device-
attached memory as 150 ns. According to prior works [47,57],
we consider that fetching a 512 B or 4 KB block from remote
memory to device-attached memory via RDMA introduces a
latency of 2 µs or 4 µs, respectively. For the page promoted to
host memory, we assume the host memory access latency as
80 ns. As described in previous works [13, 60], the overhead
for promoting 512 base pages in batch is 2 ms. Specifically,
Kona [30] introduces a hash table for extra address translation
in the path of fetching a cacheline from device-attached mem-
ory to CPU cache. According to previous works [62, 63], the
searching latency of hash table varies from 14 ns to 243 ns on
the state-of-the-art devices (i.e., Intel Stratix 10 FPGA [7] and
Xilinx Alveo 250U FPGA [21]). We consider it adds 14 ns of
latency to the path in our experiments.

4.2 Average Memory Access Time
In this section, we first evaluate the average memory access
time (AMAT) of six representative workloads on different DM
systems. AMAT is considered a crucial performance indicator
of DM system. We adjust the local cache size from 100%
to 10% of workloads’ working set size. As the CPU cache
miss event of workloads is consistent across all systems, the
presented AMAT is simulated without including CPU cache
hit access to focus on the efficiency of DM system.

Figure 9 shows that UniMem surpasses both Kona and Kona-
PC by demonstrating lower AMAT for most workloads across
different local cache size configurations, with the exception
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Figure 9: Average memory access time.

of Linear Regression. On average, UniMem achieves a lower
AMAT by 33.4% and 24.1% compared to Kona and Kona-
PC, respectively. As the local cache capacity decreases, the
AMAT of all systems increases. However, UniMem exhibits
a more gradual increasing trend and performs up to 76.4%
and 49.1% (YCSB-B) better than Kona and Kona-PC in the
scenario with limited cache capacity (10% of working set
size), due to its local cache mechanism.

We break down UniMem to understand the benefits derived
from each design technique. SR&RB-4SC shows a lower
AMAT across all workloads compared to Kona with an av-
erage improvement of 7.1%. This is credited to the remote
memory mechanism of UniMem, which eliminates the extra
address translation overhead in Kona. The AMAT of UniMem-
NoPromote varies according to workloads and local cache
capacity configurations. UniMem-NoPromote presents lower
AMAT compared to Kona and Kona-PC by 43.6% and 43.5%
on YCSB workloads. It outperforms them in the low cache ca-
pacity scenario (10% of working set size) on Redis-Rand and
Facebook-ETC. UniMem-NoPromote shows a higher AMAT
than Kona and Kona-PC on Page Rank and Linear Regression.
This is due to the Filter-Cache of UniMem-NoPromote adopt-
ing a finer cache block size (512 B) than 4-way set associative
cache of Kona and OS page cache (4 KB), leading to more
local cache miss events. It negates the benefit of reduced data
amplification brought by finer cache granularity. The coarse
cache granularity acts as a prefetch for subsequent data and
reduces local cache misses, especially in workloads with a
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Figure 10: Data amplification.

sequential access pattern or the scenario with sufficient cache
space. UniMem outperforms UniMem-NoPromote by an aver-
age of 17.6% due to the fully-used page promotion scheme,
which promotes frequently used pages to host memory reduc-
ing the overhead from cache-coherent interconnect.

4.3 Data Amplification
To get further on local cache efficiency, we evaluate UniMem
against other systems based on the amount of data fetched
from remote memory pool. Retrieving a smaller amount of
data from remote memory signifies a more efficient local
cache mechanism. This suggests a reduction in data amplifi-
cation and less network bandwidth being wasted.

We track the data fetched from remote by the local cache
miss event across six representative workloads. Figure 10
illustrates the data amplification which is the amount of re-
motely fetched data normalized to working set size of work-
load with different local cache size configurations. It shows
that a reduction in the local cache size leads to an increase in
data amplification for most workloads across all systems. The
data amplification of UniMem is minimally affected by the
reduction in local cache capacity, maintaining an average of
2.6 times the working set size. In contrast, Kona and Kona-PC
present an average of 20.6 and 13.6 times the working set
size, respectively. The underlying reasons are two-fold. On
the one hand, the local cache mechanism of UniMem presents
higher cache efficiency than other systems, particularly in
the scenario with low cache space. The small inactive list of
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Figure 11: AMAT and data amplification with concurrent
execution of multiple workloads.

Filter-Cache prevents local cache thrashing, and the active
list occupies the majority of the cache space for maintaining
frequently used blocks. It leads to quick eviction of one-hit
wonders and fewer refaulted swap-in of hot blocks. On the
other hand, UniMem adopts a finer cache granularity than
other systems. It means that each time a local cache miss oc-
curs, UniMem fetches less data from remote memory pool. For
workloads with a random access pattern or the scenario with
limited cache space, it comes to lower data amplification and
prevents local cache thrashing and pollution. Kona presents
higher remote data fetching than Kona-PC and UniMem due
to the conflicts on cache set.

4.4 Mixed Workload
We further evaluate the performance benefit of UniMem un-
der several memory-intensive workloads, which simulates
the concurrent execution of multiple workloads. It aims to
demonstrate the system performance of DM systems in a
more realistic scenario. The memory access operations from
different workloads will compete for local cache, as local
cache on cache-coherent-based accelerator cannot receive the
hint of process from host.

The mixed workload includes four workloads: Redis-Rand,
Facebook-ETC, Page Rank and YCSB-A. We simulate it
by interleaving their memory access operations. The local
cache capacity is adjusted from 100% to 10% of workloads’
working set size. Figure 11 shows that UniMem presents the
lowest AMAT compared to Kona and Kona-PC, achieving
an average improvement of 26.9% and 24.1% respectively.
For the data amplification, UniMem achieves the lowest data
amplification in the scenario with limited local cache capacity
(25% and 10% of working set size). It presents 2.9 and 4.1
times lower data amplification compared to Kona and Kona-
PC, respectively. On both metrics, UniMem presents the least
impact from reduction of local cache capacity.

4.5 Cache Block Size
We evaluate the performance of UniMem with different cache
block sizes. It aims to demonstrate how the cache block size
impacts the system performance. The cache block size affects
both the local cache miss rate and remote data fetching size,
which are essential metrics related to the AMAT and data
amplification.
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Figure 12: Impact of cache block size. The bars illustrate data
amplification, while the line indicates the AMAT of systems.

We evaluate the data amplification and AMAT of UniMem
in the scenario with limited local cache capacity (10% of
working set size) with cache block size ranging from 128 B
to 4 KB. The latency for remote fetching of 128 B and 256 B
blocks are set at 2 µs as 512 B block. For a 2 KB block, the
remote fetching latency is set at 3 µs. We disable the page
promotion scheme to avoid interference. Figure 12 shows
that the data amplification increases as the cache block size
grows across four workloads. The most significant increase is
observed in YCSB-A, where it rises from 2.8 times the work-
ing set size to 74.2 times. This increase in data amplification
is due to the coarse cache block size acting like a prefetch,
bringing in more data during a local cache miss. When the
workload access pattern presents less spatial locality, it results
in data amplification. The data amplification only increases
from 2.1 times to 2.4 times in Page Rank. The difference
between workloads is due to the differing spatial locality of
their access patterns. On the contrary, the AMAT decreases
by an average of 56.3% with the increase in cache block size
for most workloads. This is because fewer remote data fetch-
ing operations are triggered with a coarser cache block size.
However, in contrast to other workloads, the AMAT increases
with a coarser cache block size in YCSB-A. The reason is
that the workload presents less spatial locality, and the coarser
cache block size prefetches unused data which wastes the
cache space.

4.6 Host Memory Capacity
We demonstrate the benefit of host memory capacity for the
performance of UniMem in the scenario with limited local
memory capacity (10% of working set size).

We evaluate the AMAT of UniMem by adjusting the host
memory size from 0% to 80% of local memory. The host
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Figure 14: Impact of set associativity.

memory is organized by OS as page cache in Linux [17]. The
rest of local memory is considered as device-attached memory
used for Filter-Cache. Figure 13 shows that it improves the
AMAT of all workloads by 13.9% on average, as the host
memory capacity increases from 0% to 10%. However, the
rate of improvement slows down as the host memory capac-
ity continues to increase. The reason is that more sub-pages
are combined into 4 KB pages and promoted to host memory
as the host memory expands. For workloads with less spa-
tial locality, the page cache in host memory introduces data
amplification and consumes the precious local memory.

4.7 Set Associativity
We demonstrate the influence of local cache set associativity
(the count of active and inactive list pairs) on UniMem. It is
important to partition data for parallel cache operations.

We evaluate both data amplification and AMAT of UniMem
in the scenario with limited local cache capacity (10% of
working set size) with set associativity varying from 1 to
16. Figure 14 shows that both the data amplification and
AMAT of various workloads remain stable despite changes in
set associativity. The overall performance of UniMem is not
significantly affected by the set associativity. Thus, UniMem
can fit in a range of accelerators with varying parallelization
capabilities to fully leverage the hardware resources.

5 Related Work
Exposing network-attached remote memory:Advanced
network technology (e.g., RDMA) provides the opportunity to
expand memory capacity by memory disaggregation. Object-
based [34, 35, 41, 49, 50, 54] and page-based [24, 37, 38, 44]
systems treat the network-attached remote memory as a swap
device. Prior cache-coherent-based DM systems [30, 31, 52]

implement memory semantics (i.e., load and store) for
network-attached remote memory with the help of cache-
coherent interconnect. It exposes remote memory transpar-
ently over an indirection layer to isolate CNs from conflict.
UniMem moves further to build a unified local-remote memory
space in each CN for exposing remote memory into the phys-
ical memory space of the host, eliminating the extra software
overhead introduced by the indirection layer.

Software-controlled cache:Existing DM systems [24,30,31,
34, 35, 37, 41, 44, 49, 50, 54] usually employ local memory
to serve as local cache to absorb remote data access. They
organize local data cache using different approaches, such as
user-level data cache in object-based systems [34, 35, 41, 49,
50,54], OS page cache in page-based systems [17], and 4-way
associative set cache in cache-coherent-based systems [30,
31]. UniMem gives attention to design local cache resistant
to thrashing and pollution. Besides, existing works neglect
the perception of popular data. As a comparison, UniMem
extends the cache logically using refault queue to enlarge the
observation window of popular data.

Page placement strategy:In cache-coherent-based DM sys-
tems, the local memory inside CNs includes host memory
and device-attached memory. The device-attached memory
presents higher latency due to the limited interconnect band-
width and interconnect overhead. Prior studies solely focus
on realizing local cache on host memory [24,37,44] or device-
attached memory [30, 31]. In comparison, UniMem proposes
to utilize both types of memory by migrating popular pages
from device-attached memory to host memory. Existing page
migration mechanisms mainly pay attention to the page hot-
ness [23, 25, 53, 60], while UniMem considers both page hot-
ness and hotness fragmentation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce UniMem that redesigns cache-
coherent-based DM system with a unified local-remote mem-
ory hierarchy. UniMem carefully utilizes the host memory
and device-attached memory to construct a tiered local cache
for remote memory. Experiments show that UniMem is an ef-
fective solution that brings significant performance improve-
ments across a variety of workloads. The source code of
UniMem will be released in the final version of this paper.
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